LEGITIMATE ADOGATES.

WILL IT PAY?

Are the two questions immediately arising in the minds of parties seeking investments that "knock out" any well-groomed proposition. Happily when well selected. Washington, D.C., territory relays the subject under consideration as an "qualified yes" is the quick, decisive, inevitable reply.

AND WHY?

Because greater diversified natural wealth and broader natural opportunities were never showered upon any land, and between this and the Mississippi there are no longer other fields to conquer, hence, by the combined, concentrated aid of the

Wisdom, Wealth, Enterprise, Ingenuity

And Industry of the Nation,

The progress secured in material development throughout the entire new state during the next five years will equal if not surpass the expectations of our imaginative predecessors in ten times longer periods and less favored climates. The select Tacoma and Ellensburg retail.

Our offices are not limited to the requirements of the people of every degree. We make a special feature of large blocks of additional property and of average suitable for the buyer. We have several interesting of the kind of which in a broad margin of profit.

WALTERS & CO.

101 South Tenth Street, Tacoma, Wash. Ter.

RETAIL LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.

OFFICE: Rooms 1 and 2, Tacoma National Bank Building.

TACOMA W. T.